WE CONSTANTLY STRIVE TO BRING THE RIGHT CURVE ON YOUR FACE

AUTOMOTIVE

INJECTION MOULDS

Visit us
www.hongyijig.com
SER/ICE

RE-MODELLING OF REFLECTING PRISM

FOCUS

ANALYSIS

REVERSE ENGINEERING

OPTICAL SCANNING
POINT CLOUD DATA
CLASS A SUFACING
ASSEMBLY VALIDATIONS
MOUNTING TEST

PROTOTYPES

GLASS POLYCARBONATE FUNCTIONAL REFLECTOR
ABS / ALUMINIUM WITH CHROME
PROTOTYPES

FOCUS REVERSE
ENGINEERING
OPTICAL SCANNING
POINT CLOUD DATA
CLASS A SUFACING
ASSEMBLY VALIDATIONS
MOUNTING TEST

MOUNTING TEST

AUTOMOTIVE LAMPS

INJECTION MOULDS WITH HONGYI JIG

GLASS POLYCARBONATE FUNCTIONAL REFLECTOR
ABS / ALUMINIUM WITH CHROME
PROTOTYPES

AUTOMOTIVE LAMPS

- Automotive Design
- Reverse Engineering
- Focus Analysis
- Prototype Development
- Tool Design (2D/3D)
- Injection Mould Development
- Double Injection Moulds
- Indexible Core Rotation
- Over Mouling
- Multi Colors Moulded Lens
- Reflector Surface Treatment
- Focus Test